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 A     Quantitative     Analysis     of     Students’     Exposure     to     PM     2.5     Particles     on 

 Various     Modes     of     Transit     to     School 

 Inspiration/Motivation 

 We     wanted     to     work     on     this     project     as     we     felt     that     the     exposure     to     PM     2.5     was     quite     a     topical 
 issue,     especially     as     the     EPA     Annual     Air     Quality     Report     was     due     to     be     released     while     we     were 
 working     on     the     project.     PM     2.5     exposure     was     therefore     gathering     attention.     We     also     found     that 
 as     no     studies     had     been     conducted     on     students’     exposure     to     PM     2.5     it     could     be     an     interesting 
 project. 

 Another     really     important     inspiration     and     motivation     was     our     teacher     Ms.     Roache.     Initially     we 
 were     a     little     apprehensive     about     whether     we     would     be     able     to     produce     a     project     that     would     be 
 worthy     of     entering     BTYSTE.     Ms     Roache     allayed     any     of     our     doubts.     She     was     a     constant     source 
 of     help     and     advice.     She     was     generous     with     her     time     and     set     achievable     goals     so     that     we     could 
 meet     our     deadlines     without     any     difficulty.     There     is     no     doubt     that     without     Ms     Roache’s     support     we 
 would     not     have     been     as     successful. 

 Challenges 
 Our     first     challenge     was     securing     three     individual     sensors     as     we     wanted     to     gather     information     for 
 all     modes     of     transport.     The     cost     of     building      these     sensors     would     have     been     too     expensive 
 however,     so     we     had     decided     just     to     build     one     sensor.     We     were     working     on     finding     a     way     to 
 make     the     data     as     fair     as     possible     when     we     received     a     reply     from     a     professor     we     had     contacted 
 in     UCD     who     told     us     we     could     borrow     three     sensors     from     him.     This     was     greatly     beneficial     to     the 
 project     and     made     the     data     which     we     collected     much     more     accurate. 

 We     also     had     to     ensure     that     the     readings     were     comparable     to     each     other     and     we     therefore 
 carried     the     sensors     at     the     same     height     for     each     mode     of     transport     and     took     the     reading     at     the 
 same     time     to     ensure     that     there     was     minimal     room     for     the     data     to     be     inaccurate. 

 We     also     debated     whether     it     would     be     better     to     measure     the     data     on     multiple     routes     but     we     came 
 to     the     conclusion     that     the     data     would     be     fairer     if     the     same     route     was     used     on     multiple     days. 



 Rewards 
 Our     project     came     third     in     the     Junior     Chemical     Physical     and     Mathematical     Group     competition 
 which     was     a     brilliant     achievement     for     us.     We     really     only     decided     to     get     involved     in     BTYSTE     as 
 we     both     enjoy     science     but     we     had     absolutely     no     expectation     of     being     placed     in     any     category. 
 We     were     therefore     elated     when     we     heard     that     we     had     won     an     award. 

 Overall     experience 
 The     project     was     really     enjoyable     and     we     learned     a     lot.      We     now     know     how     to     conduct     an 
 experiment,     to     write     about     our     findings     and     who     we     could     make     aware     of     these     findings. 
 We     contacted     the     Department     of     Education,     Health     and     Transport     with     our     findings     as     we     felt 
 they     were     relevant     to     them.     We     also     contacted     the     County     Council. 
 The     way     the     competition     was     run     was     very     clear     and     it     was     always     easy     to     understand     what 
 task     had     to     be     completed     by     each     deadline. 
 The     judges     were     very     friendly     and     were     happy     to     give     you     time     to     think     about     the     more 
 challenging      questions,     meaning     you     had     time     to     answer     them     in     the     best     way     possible. 
 It     was     a     little     bit     disappointing     not     to     be     able     to     go     to     the     RDS     and     talk     to     the     judges     in     person. 
 We     would     have     liked     the     opportunity     to     meet     other     students     who     were     competing     to     see     how 
 they     conducted     their     study     and     presented     their     findings     and     also     to     find     new     inspiration     for     other 
 possible     projects. 
 We     thoroughly     enjoyed     the     entire     competition     and     we     would     like     to     take     part     in     the     competition 
 again     either     with     a     developed     version     of     the     same     project     or     with     a     new     one. 
 We     would     definitely     urge     anybody     with     an     interest     in     any     of     the     categories     to     take     part     in     the 
 competition.     Overall     it     was     a     very     enjoyable,     worthwhile     and     positive     experience. 


